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You decide which of 3 categories the animal is. Cute: A small animal with a beautiful fluffy tail that you can pick up. Playful: Some little animal, that likes to play. Buggy: A large animal that isn't that playful. Settings and More info The difficulty can be set to challenging, normal, or easy. A hard set of 10
stages will appear in those modes. The scores can be set to high (as high as 5000), medium, or low (200). Keywords: Puzzles Original Baby Games Side Games Card Games Roblox Farming Game Cute Game Animal Game The name for This game is : Blockzors. Blockzors is a game where you create a
certain number of blocks with a special shape. Each block has a speciality which will help you earn your winnings. Blocks drop from the sky, they are not randomly created. Features - 4 Game play modes - 8 different Blocks - You can pick a normal or hard mode (so you can control the difficulty) - There are 3
difficulty levels - Playtime can be set to seconds, minutes or days Skins and more - There are different colors of backgrounds. The colors can be chosen (include the tiles and the blocks) - There are different skins (a number of objects can be added to the game) - There are different objectives, including: -
Last time you played; - Blocks you made; - Picking up a special block; - Killing an obstacle. Accessibility information - There are less sounds - Text is easy to read. - The characters can be read out loud. - Tiles can be toggled on and off. - Audio can be turned off. - No mouse clicks required. - The game has a
trigger for taps on the screen. The rules of the game are simple. You tap the block and try to make it fall on the block under it. The most important thing is to collect all the blocks you made You have to use the items on each of your blocks. - Special blocks give you special powers and items. You can get
special items by matching 2 special blocks with the same color. Sometimes your blocks will disappear from the screen. If you're lucky you can get your blocks back. - You will see a chime sound when

Features Key:
Original Russian words with English subtitles!
7 discrete levels
30 minigame to take a break

Zeko Game Instructions

1: Start the game by clicking the big green play button above
You want to play Zeko play Kayak Fun?

Just press the PLAY button above to start the game!

2: You have now a button to use, click to see the instructions to learn the game

3: Click and you shall know

The objective of the game is to roll the mouse ball to the goal. It is like a normal mouse ball.

To roll the mouse ball, you have to use the mouse buttons or click the buttons the right side of the mouse ball.

To click the mouse ball, you have to look and drag the mouse ball in the direction you want to roll it.

To look, you have to select one of the window buttons on the screen below, which will show the instructions you click on it!

You need to spin the mouse ball side to side to move in the direction of roll.

The goal of the game is to get all the points to go on the scale.

If your mouse ball gets stuck or is rolled too many times, press the STOP button below.  
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